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ABSTKACT

I'll is paper presents a summary of "The SR1-WKFA Soviet Econometric
Modell

I'liaso DM Docunii'ntat ion," wliich examines tlie results of Phase ONE

of work on an >t IMtO—) rll rao(i^l of the Soviet Union.

In this paper, the

research plan .a explained, followed by a discussion of the structure of
the model.

The next seit ion glveo some results of the modelling effort,

rxamininj; two hypoliietical scenarios and including an expost forecasc for

1973.

DISCLAIMER

The views and cone lusions contained in tliis document are those of
I In- authors and should not he interpreted as necessarily representing the
official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency ol

the U.S. Government.

CONTRACTUAL TASKS

This Technical Note is in partial fuirillment of Contract MÜA903-74i:-()lb5.
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FOREWORD

This study marks the lombination of the fields of Soviet economic
analysis and modirn econometric modeling, two areas which are of increasing Importance in understanding today's complex world.

Joined by

economists from Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates, whose wide
range of experience includes some work with modeling socialist economies,
the Strategic Studies Center, as part of its Soviet and comparative
economics program, has undertaken the construction of the first largescale econometric model of the Soviet Union.

This paper presents a summary

Of the first phase of the model, including a descriptioa of the structure
DI

the model and the results of experiments in simulation and forecasting.

The authors would like to acknowledge the inputs and critiques of
Dr. Christopher I. Iliggins, visiting professor at the University of
Pennsylvania, Dr. Lawrence K. Klein of Wharton Econometric Forecasting
Associates

and Professor of Economics at the University of Pennsylvania,

Dr. F. Gerard Adams of Wharton EFA and Professor of Economics at the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Ross S. Preston, Wharton EFA and the Department
Of Economics at Lhe University of Pennsylvania, Mr. M. Mark Earle, Jr.
of Stanford Research Institute, Dr. Mitsuo Saito, visiting professor at
the University of Pennsylvania, and Charles Movit, Research Analyst, SRI/
SSC.

The .mthors would also like to thaak the many Soviet specialists and
rconometric specialists who took part in the three colloquia on the model
held this past year.

Richard B. Foster
Director
Strategic Studies Center
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TIIK SKI-WKFA SOVIKT KCONOMCTRIC MODEL;

PHASE ONE

--EXECUTIVE SUMMARY--

!
Introduction
The object of our projt-ct is the construction of an econometric model of the
Sovlt-t Union. M« tliat would serve as a flexible tool of policy analysis through
the assessment of the impact of Soviet plans, other administrative instruments,
and external stimuli on the Soviet economy, and through scenario simulation, and
short- and medium-term forecasting.
In its nature, an econometric model of a given economy is a quantitative,
mathematical depletion of its economic relationships as specified by economic
analysis.

The construction of such a model Involves the statistical estimation

of technical, statutory, and behavioral relations which describe the structure of
the economy; while economic theory serves to specify the form of these relations
and to appraise- the reasonableness of the quantitative estimates of the relationships which are obtained.

The success of the modelling experiment then depends

open the reliability of the data, the appropriateness of the statistical estimaiiiitf procedures, and the theoretical specifications employed.
There exists by now a rather extensive accumulation of experience with the
modelling of Western market economies.

A large body of useful data are available,

and effective statistical estimating techniques have been developed.

From the

Lueoretical side, these models are usually demand oriented with utility and profit
maximization und cost minimization behavior presumed to operate within the competitive environment of markets.

In approaching the task of modelling the Soviet

economy, certalu differences stand out.

The data base, though more substantial

than is commonly believed, is not as great as that in most Western nations.

And

from the theoretical side, the economy is essentially supply oriented, and decisions
are not primarily made in competitive markets, but within the environment of a
centrally planned, command economy.
/.

i^w^w^^^^

-2What We Did

I

In light of this background, in this firs': phase of our work on the Soviet
econometric model, we undertook and accomplished the following tasks.

First, we

pursued the assembling of a data base, appropriate for the construction of an
econometric model

in this effort, we received substantial and invaluable aid

from several sources, including a number of United States Government offices.
One of the decisions which had to be made in regard to data involved the
choice between official So iet data and Vestern reconstructions of Soviet data.
For many relationships we preferred to vie official Soviet data, but for some,
we chose to use Western reconstruc.

as.

One such example was the sectoral

•uitput growth series, used in the production functions, so crucial in a supplyon cut ed economy.

This was done because we felt Western recalculations, which

reflect net value added, provide more insightful measures of the growth path of
rea' output than do Soviet sectoral growth series, which reflect gross value of
output.
In all, we presently have over 650 variables in our databank including data
directly from the source, transformations of such data, and variables defined
specifically for the model (dummy variables, etc.).

The complete set of variables

in our databank are alphabetically listed at the end of Appendix B*
tlusf variables liavc been used directly in ''base One of the model.

Not all of
The 178

variables whlcli have been directly used in the model are listed separately in the
report Appendix A, pp. A6-A9.
The second task involved the specification of the model.

The basic structure

of the model will be sketched out below (it is discussed in detail in Section 2 of
our Report).

Here lot it be said that for the specification of the technical and

behavioral relationships, we drew on the body of theoretical analysis of the Soviet
economy, primarily that which has been developed in the West, but also that which
*
All mention to sections, appendices, etc., of the "repori." refer to a draft
iinal report by D. W. Dreen and C. Higgins, "The SRI-WEFA Soviet Econometric
Model: Phase One Documentation," SSC-TN-2970-1 (September 1974).
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-3coim's. fspocially in recent years, from the Soviet Union.

We also drew directly

on ll,e comiminity of Soviet economic specialists in the United States, including
a tew recent Soviet emigre economists, through several symposia and direct consul tantships .

rnrilurmorf, In UM presence of specification and statistical esti-

mation of several economic relationships, we *ere able to augment the existing
In.dv of theory on the operation of the Soviet economy.
The third task comprised the statistical estimation of the economic relationships sperilied in the model.
estimating techniques.

For this work we used standard statistical

Kv the time the specification and estimating tasks were

completed, the model consisted of 8t behavioral, statutory, and technical (mostly
production function) equations. ptM 32 definitions, or identities (see the table
on

P.

Al of Append ix A) .
In the fourth task, the model was sc Ived in the form of dynamic simulation.

In addition to the 113 endogenous variables- i.e., those solved within the model,
we used 63 exogenous variables, whose values had to be set outside of the model.
Many of these are dummy variables indicating shifts in certain relationships in
livn years.

About 25 of the exogenous variables, however, relate to regular ac-

.iyi.ies outside of the model which have significant effects on the behavior of
•be modelled economy

Primary among these is the set of planned government budgetary

expenditures and revenues announced each December in the plan and budget reports for
•he forthcoming year

Thus, our model is related to Soviet plans:

it is driven

l.v Plan budget data and It contains, through a series of dummy and other exogenous
variables, explicit reference to the economic impact of Soviet annual and five-year
Plans.

The exogenous variables also Include agricultural weather variables and

I" orelgn trade, demographic, and specialized education variables.

The model was

solved as an Interrelated set of equations from initial values of lagged variables

-4and exogenous inputs

The solution is dynamic in the sense that one year's

valuos plus the given levels of exogenous variables lead into the following year's
solution.

The modelled paths of the 113 endogenous variables were plotted over

the sample period. 1961-1972, and were then compared with the actually observed
paths.

The nature of the results is Indicated below.

in detail in the Report, pp

The results are discussed

29-32,

In the fifth task, we examined the performance of the Soviet economy under
two alternative scenarios.

In the first of these, we solved the model over the

period 1961-72 with alternative levels for the exogenous weather variables in
1963, "producing" in this way a normal agricultural harvest in that year rather
than the disaster they had.

And in the second, we solved the model, again over

the sample period 1961-1972, with higher values for the exogenous Soviet defense
expenditures in the years 1965-1967.

Some illustrative results from these scen-

arios are given below in this summary.

Detailed discussion of them is found in

Section 4 of the Report.
In the sixth, and final, task, the model was solved, as an extrapolation
beyond the sample period, for the year 1973.
post forecast."

This was in the nature of an "ex-

It gave us the opportunity to observe the accuracy of the model

in a forecasting mode and thus provided guidance for further work in improving
the model for future use in forward projections.
of this forecast are given below in this summary.

Some observations on the results
The forecast is discussec' in

some detail in Section 5 of the Report.

Structure of the Model
In our model, we are concerned with the entire macro-economy, with the output
and use of Soviet gross national product.

..

-

■

On the supply side, we have disaggre-

-

-5Kated GNP into Llio outputs of five productive sectors1ndustry
Agriculture
(lonstructlon
Transport and Communication
f.overnmenf., Services, and Trade
On the demand side,' wr liave disaggregated GNP by end-use into:
Consumption. (4 categories)
Investment.
(3 categories)
Government Spending.(A categories)
Net Exports. (8 categories)
Residual
The ore of the model uonsists of seven major blocks of relationships:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
fi.
7.

Factor Supply Equations
Sectoral Production Functions
Capital Investment Functions
Income, Wage and Price Equations
Consumption Functions
Foreign Trade Equations
Residual Analysis

A brief indication of i bo contents of each block follows.
blocks of relationships are diagranmed in Figure 1 below,
is presented in 11)0 Report, pp.

The links among the
A

more detailed analysis

11-19, and a complete listing of the 113 equations

is provided in Appendix A of the Report.
The factor supply block contains equations on employment, labor participation
rates, urban-rural population, capital stock, and agricultural livestock and current
purchases.

Fach of these sub-groups requires, of course, a different specification.

As an example of one of these specifications, the labor participation rate and urbanrural distrihuflon ol population are specified as dependent upon wage differentials,
relative housing scarcities, and past harvests.
In the production function block, we have estimated a production function,
relating output to the levels or inputs, for each of the five production sectors.

mwi*mw~~'
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FIGURE 1
The Care nf the 5RI-..EFA Model

V.' e a t h e r

Foreign
Trade
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Investment

X
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"^ Production

IK
Income, 4
Wages and
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Consumption
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Populationi

A.
Residual
Analysis

Endogenous components represented by rectangles.
Exogenous variables and partially exogenous components
represented by hexagons.
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sccLurs, industry and transport/communication, the labor force is dis-

■ggrcgtttcd Into specialist and non-specialist employees.
we successfully applied a two-step procedure:

And for agriculture

(1) a production function for

"pnlcniial output" was obtained bv connecting agricultural output peaks, (2)
deviation from "potential output" were then related to two weather indexes and
to certain measures of factor input

intensities.

In the invostincnt funct ion 1)1 ock, we have again estimated a function for each
of tin- production sectors, with an additional separate investment function for the
housing sector
v«ar'.'; investment

The investment functiorBin our model, in general, relate current
to t lie previous year's investment, planned budget financing, the

level ol grou profits, budget outlays on defense, and the current and preceding
harvests

01 special note is the "crisis response" of investment in agriculture

in the viar I ol lowing a harvest lalhre.

We also have estimated a series of

sectoral Inventory equations, which for comparative purposes are not included here,
but are included in the residual analysis block.
In regard to the income, wage and price block, money income of households is
delermined largely by employment and money wage rates, with adjustments for transfer
payments and direct taxes

The (long-run) real wage is generally related to changes

in productivity with large adjustments in years of major wage reforms; money wages
ar-

influenced by past price«.

Current non-food prices are essentially marked-up

on the industri.-»! niomv wage, and food prices are modelled to reflect short-run
scare ilies
The consumption function block contains an overall consumption equation, and
soparatc equations for the four consumption sub-categories.

Consumption expenditures

are related to disposable' income and are subjected to supply constraints from agricultural and industrial production
are more supply determined:

We experimented with alternative equations which

consumption as an end-use residual, and as determined

through delivery variables calculated from an aggregated version of the 1966 inputoulput

table

-'

" ■"

I
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In the foreign trade block, four trading regions are distinguished:

the

six CMKA Kast Huropoan economies, other centrally planned econonies, the developed
West, and the less developed countries.

Soviet exports and Imports, by the four

regions and by several commodity categories, are related primarily to levels of
domestic and foreign production, and in a more limited way to prices.
equal ion .or wheat

In the

imports from the developed West, Soviet harvest failures play

a prominent role.
In the residual analysis block of the core, other end-use categorfes, including
capital repair, inventory investment, science, and administration ire estimated.
We liave also estimated an equation for an end-use residual categovy, which concept nallv Includes state ^rain reserves, other undisclosed items, ruble-dollar
conversion errors and statistical discrepancy.

Some Kesults
As was stated, the model has been solved In a number of variants.

The sol-

ution based on the actual values of the exogenous variables over the sample period,
1% 1-1972, is considered tlie basic version of the model.

This version performed

In quit* a satisfactory manner, in the sense that the simulation errors, the
discrepancies between estimated and actual values of the endogenous variables,
were no larger tiian those generally found in such modelling efforts for adv.nced
Western countries with recently constructed data bases, for the developing countries, and for other socialist countries.
presented on p.
performance

As can be seen in the error statistics

30 of Hie Report, most of the errors are under R -- a very respectable

This phase of the research effort demonstrates that despite the

planned, command nature of the Soviet economy, statistical regularities which can
be modelled

^

.

do exist.
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We worked through two counterfactual scenarios over the sample period.

These

scenarios are analyzed in Section 4 of the Report, and a series of charts are presented showlnß the movement of the relevant variables tl both the basic version
of the model and the scenarios

Here, we will discuss the two scenarios at some

length, and will present one set of charts for each scenario for illustrative
purposes (in the charts, the + signs indicate the scenario path, and the * signs
indicate the basic version path).
In the first .scenario, we substitute average weather for the cold winter and dry
summer of I'HVJ, with the result that agricultural output, Figure 2: Chart 1.1, is
liigli.r lor l')M in the srenario.

[|

is, however, lower for the rest of the simula-

tion period. The reason tor this apparent paradox is given in Chart 1.2 for ag'iciiltura] investme t.

Investment

is higher for 1963 for the scenario path becaise of

decentralized investment by state and collective farms; however, scenario Investment
in a,',riciilture falls behimi in 1964-5 because of the absence of "crisis response"
by the Soviet leadership and never catches up to the basic sitmilr.tion path.

The

impart of diminished capital on agricultural production would ha>'e been even more
severe except for the augmentation of the agricultural labor force, which results
from the absence of the outmigraMon of rural population, which in the basic
version was stimulated by the harvest failure.

Because of this decrease in

agricultural output and increase in agricultural labor, the average labor productivity is less on the scenario path and consequently 'he agricultural wage
rate is dminished.
Despite the longrun fall in agricultural output, scenario GNP is higher by
1968.

This results from increased employment and capital stock in the nonagri-

cultural sectors.

The increase in non-agricultural employment is somewhat sur-

prising since urban population is inifd.ly less on the scenario path.

However,

■•^-^^W^.J

-11the- participation rate of the urban population rises because of an Increase in
the industrial real wage

In turn, the Industrial real wage is raised because

the scenario market price for agricultural commodities is below that in the
basic version.

The removal of the harvest failure boosts gross profits, which

In turn raises investment in industry, con^trnction, transport and communications,
and services and trade.

IW the end of the 1960's, this additional capital stock

has raised production in the nonagricultural sectors and outweighed the decline
in agriculture
l-inally, Soviet exports of food to CMEA economies are larger in 1963-f5 under
ihr scenario, imt smaller thereafter as agricultural production falls behind.

Im-

ports of wheat and wlu-at Hour from the West are much less in 1964 without the
harvest failure hut are greater from 1965 on because of the lower scenario product ion.

Other trade flows are also affected but the third intriguing resulL

concerns imports of machinerv and manufactures from the West.

These imports are

r.nater in 19.V5 and 1964. hut less from 1965 on, partially in compensation for
the increased wheat imports from the West.
The second scenario concerns Soviet defense expenditures.

The actual path

of Soviet uefense expenditures in the postwar period remains quite a controversial
issue among Western analysts.

Most likely, additional defense expenditures are

concealed in the financing component of the State budget or elsewhere; however,
there is no concensus as to the magnitude of that concealed expenditure or about
its movement over time.

If that covert component varies considerably over the

19f)()'8, then we have not fully accounted for defense impacts upon the Soviet
economv in our model construction.

Nevertheless, we have been successful in

deriving significant defense impicts, particularly upon investment and consumer
durahKs, using only the nonpersonnel component of the offidal series for defense
expend Itures.

■--'

-

--
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-12Manv Western annlvsts liavt' sugßested that a major buildup In military
lianlware took place Irom
■>llicial budget

IO^'J

.o 1967 without any substantial rise in the

Certainly, In our work wo have noted anomalies in just this

period; e. >;. , a short fall in industrial investment below its predicted level
and a drop in laotor productivity in Soviet; industry.

Consequently, we felt

thai an iiuerestiiiK scenario woul ' tM to augment the official defense budget
l>y. sav, 2 billion rabUl lor each ^ ear 1965-1967 and examine the impact upon
lhe natlonal economy.
In Plture

h Chart

impact upon total
into account

II.1, M note with some surprise the magnitude of the defense

invi«;'ment when all the direct and indirect effects are taken

[nvesime.u

lalls hv nearly as much as defense rises.

This impact

is Fell upon all nonav;ricuUnral sectors with a 0.9 I, ruble fall in industrial
investment
I 0.4 I.

MM.art

112), a () 3 15. ruble fall in transport/coranunications investment,

ruble fall

trade investment
it. investment

in bousing investment, and a 0.3 I, ruble fall in services/

Tor the vears 19, >-1967.

in the construction industry.

There was also a very small reduction
Af a consequence of lower non-agri-

cultnral capital, 0» is reduced, the reduction rising to 1.8 billion rubles by
1969. falling oft

to 1.3 billion rubles in 1972.

Uns diminished capital tock produces a very interesting longrun impact on
our „u.del ol

the Soviet economy

Average labor productivity is less in Soviet

indnstrv and this restrains the rise in the industrial wage.

This lowers money

incomes and household consumption, thereby adjusting on the demand side t.o the
reduction in GNl' supplied.

Tor consumption of durable goods, we see first the

crowdinK-out etTects of defense spending in 1965-1967, and then the delayed income
.Meet

from 196« onwards

This reduction in urban incomes slows the population

drift awav from agriculture, this lowers slightly nonagricultural employment
and raises agricultural employment and agricultural output.

The reduction in

Sovi.i CNT serves over the longrun to lower tdal imports by slightly less than
I-' and total exports by about 0.27.

BM^MMMMSkMaaa
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-14ln I lu-se two scenarios and others that we have run, the model has

I

demonstrated fjulte reasonalle behavior.

However, the user of the model must

he caieful In scenario aralysls not to push the system unreasonably far froir.
t lie historical values for exogenous variables.
produced a

We feel that our analysis has

mdrl which simulates Soviet economic behavior quite well in the

neighborhood of the historical path,

Kut to drive the model far from that

historical path ma^es the strong assumption that behavior would be unchanged
In quite diflrrcnt circumstances

In the case of the second scenario, for

example, a 2 billion ruble InerOAM in defense spending is comparable to
actually observed annual changes.

However, a 10 billion ruble increase in

196') would be quite far from the historical record.

In such a eise, certain

components of the model (particularly the investment functions) would have to be
reestimated in oidcr for any confidence to be placed in the path traced by the
model.
The results of onr "ex post forecast" for 1973 are presented and analyzed
In the Keport, pp. 40-4).
casting effort

In general, we are pleased with this initial fore-

the forecast is rather close to the preliminary data on the

Soviet economy in 1973, particularly on the production side.

For all sectors other

than construction, we predict sectoral growth rates that are slightly b-ilow those
In i lie preliminary data

The high growth rate in construction activity results

from our large Increase in forecasted investment in the construction Industry

On

the use side, we predict more investment and less consumption than are indicated
in the preliminary figures.

Our low forecasts for food and soft goods consumption

reflect the agricultural constraint from 1972; this constraint was not so severe
in 19/3, primarily because of expanded imports from the West.

The sharp rise of

investment (9.27) predicted by the model is generated by the inertia of official
defense expenditures and a predicted 127. rise in gross profits.

ISIn llie torei^n trade sector, we predict a high growth rate for both
exports and Imports in 1973, but those predictions fall short of the preliminary growth
rates for Soviet foreign trade.

Our model, not surprisingly, does not predict the

(•fleets of detente on Soviet trade In 1972 and 1973.

In using the model co forecast

Soviet trade, we will have to Incorporate judgmental adjustments for several of
Che major categories In our system.

We will also need to re»,stlmate this sector

of I he model taking into account the shift In foreign trade associated with detente.
The work we are undertaking in the second phase of the project Involving
t lie ilisaKgi egat ion into 16 producing sectors and the embedding of an Input-output
supplement in the model will, we expect. Improve the performance of the model,
particularly in regard to the foreign trade component
In addition to the results generated by the model In Its various uses, we
gained numerous insights into the operation of the Soviet economy through
process of specification and estimation of particular relationships.
discussed In Section 3 of the Report.

the

These are

We will here mention only several of the

more salient ones.
Many of the most Interesting discoveries arose during the estimation of
sectoral capital format ion equations.

In principle, there should be simple

tiihnical relations that phase current and past Investment Into additions to
capital stock

However, wo soon recognized that the timing of project com-

pletions for certain sectors was qvlte sensitive to the Five-Year-Plan cycle; i.e.,
whether a particular year falls toward the beginning or the end of the Flve-YearI'lan then In operation.

After considerable experimentation , we constructed a

dunmiv variable which best captured the Impact of Investment planning Institutions.
This variable was constructed to reflect a concentration of project completions
toward the end ol a Fivo-Year-i'lan and spilling over Into the Initial year of the
subsequent Flan, and it made special allowance for the Seven-Year-Flan (1959-1965).

-16The estimation of capital formation equations also identified several
anomalies In the official data for sectoral capital stock, that is years in
which the observed change In capital stock could not be reconciled statistically
with the observed investment series.

In two cases, we concluded that there had

been heretofore undisclosed accounting transfers of capital stock between sectors;
a transfer from l.idustry to transport in 1958 and a transfer from industry to
housing in 1962.

We adjusted the corresponding capital stocks, to make each

series more consistent, before estimating sectoral production functions.
In our work on the estimation of investment functions, confirming previous
work by others, wc fou.id nonagricultural investment to be acutely sensitive to the
level of defense expenditure (actually, the nonpersonnel component).

At least in

the shortrun, an Increase in defense spending tends to crowd out investment in
industry and the services and housing sector.

In addition, we found that the level

of gross profits in the economy had a positive impact upon ehe level of industrial
Investment (and total nonagricultural investment).

In this regard, it is surprising

that gross profits are more significant than profits retained for decentralized
investment.

Thus, a micro financial theory for industrial investment is not

supported bv our work.

Furtiermore, economy-wide gross profits are a better

predictor than are Industry gross profits.

In view of these results, we lean toward

the hypothesis that profits in the Soviet economy, as in Western economies, are a
synthetic Indicator for business conditions, including the state of the harvest.
This could suggest that tit Soviet financial system plays an important role in the
allocation of Investmenten the adjustment of aggregate demand to aggregate supply.
Finally, in the estimation of the foreign trade component of the model, we
did not find any confirmation for the widely-held hypothesis that Soviet exports
are determined by import needs.

On the contrary, we found in the shortrun that

